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2019 Lunar & Seasonal Diary
by Stacey Demarco
Empowering practical magic for your best year ever!
A beautifully produced diary, full-colour pages and spiralbinding that allows the pages to lay flat, and extra space for
recording notes. The 2019 Lunar & Seasonal Diary includes
lunar timings and explanations of the moon phases and their
impact on humans, with practical magical suggestions to
get the most out of the energies of the season.
In true Stacey Demarco fashion, the diary also comes
complete with special Gods and Goddesses featured for
each month and original seasonal spells and invocations for
specific moon phases including equinoxes and solstices.
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Discover age-old insight on Gods and Goddesses,
the pagan Wheel of the Year, the equinoxes and
solstices
Northern and Southern hemisphere versions with
corresponding lunar timings and phases
Space for recoding notes, messages and journaling
Beautiful layouts with monthly original spells to
improve your life in career, goals, love and more!

Packed with invaluable tips and techniques ranging from
increasing your wealth to improving your relationships,
boosting your vitality, magnifying your personal power to
removing obstacles and fears that are holding you back in
your life.
Key Highlights for Media
 Stacey is an internationally recognised spiritual author
with over 20 years’ experience practicing and teaching
witchcraft, mythology and natural magic
 The 2019 Lunar & Seasonal Diary is in its 9th successful
annual year with a continuous growing audience
 Designed thoughtfully with hidden spiral-bind, full colour
pages and coated in a beautiful matte-touch finish on
cover
 Includes chart of moon phase timings for the year,
seasonal cycles for both North and Southern
hemispheres, and key information on casting your own
spells
About the Author
Sydney-based author Stacey Demarco, the Modern Witch, is
one of Australia’s most respected metaphysicists and
spiritual practitioners. Well known for her TV appearances
and world-wide ‘Wild Souls’ retreats. Stacey was recently
named winner of the 2018 Australian Enterprise Awards for
Best International Spiritual Practitioner and is also the author
of the upcoming ‘Queen of the Moon Oracle’ card set.
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